Modul on
A modular system that you can configure according

1 Cino eC with the Modul on cappuccino unit

to your practical needs, available space and
2 Cino grande with the Modul on cups unit

personal taste. Modul on is adaptable to any
context, be it an office, break room, cafeteria,

3 Cino eC with the Modul on dispenser

factory floor, bake shop, hotel room or reception

and Modul on cups unit

area.... With the Modul on concept, the options
are endless!

4 Cino grande with the Modul on water tank

and Modul on cups unit
1
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Because order makes life easier!
Organize your Cino

coffee station in an efficient

tea bags, sugar, stirrers, lids and change giver...
Whatever the needs of your company or your

Modules are designed to be compatible with the

customers, our Modul on system ensures

Cino machines, so there are no limits to the

that everyone will find it both easy and enjoyable

possibilities of customization.

to select exactly the drink and accessories

From different size cups to storage drawers,

they want.

from extra water tanks to dispensers of fresh milk,

Every cup, every time.
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and professional way.
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cino variplus
Cino: the new, high-end range of coffee machines

The LaRhea brand combines 50+ years of manufacturing know-how
with the culture of Italian coffee and the style of Milan.
LaRhea‘s line of Cino coffee machines translates the precision and
consistency of a professional Italian barista into fully automated coffee
preparation, as reliable in performance as it is in flavor.
Every cup, every time.
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The Cino Variplus line
A perfect marriage of form and function, our Variplus technology speaks the contemporary
language of design and performance. A completely new standard for automated coffee service.
With just one machine, one brewer and one coffee blend, customers can choose between Italian
specialties like classic espresso, cappuccino and latte macchiato, or other styles like American
coffee and café crème.
All models offer up to 12 direct selections, and from 2 to 4 pre-selections.
Trend & tradition – the ultimate combination!

558 x 318 x 551 mm

617 x 422 x 599 mm

Slim, compact, seductive

Our best seller!

3 canisters for products,

Hybrid technology with the Xtra

plus water for tea.

canister for personalized products like
Instant Fairtrade, or lactose-free
powdered milk.
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666 x 422 x 599 mm

832 x 476 x 617 mm

State of the art

The first of its kind!

7” touch screen for a fun and

Drinks in cups or in your personal mug.

contemporary interface, along with

Fully automatic table-top machine,

a large-capacity coffee canister

Cino doppio & cup can accept small, medium

for coffee beans on top (visible hopper).

and big cups, plastic and paper, up to 300 cc.

